
Notes for July 9, 2014 
Parent Information at Suva Fiji Waldorf Flame Tree Kindergarten

 with Sandra Frain and Teachers
“Come butter come” while shaking cream

Xylophone Candle 
Community Verse

Teachers present Mango play

Teachers describe their learnings/value from the process

Sandra speaks of how the teachers working out of their imagination, Inspiration 
and Intuition supports the children in doing like wise. 

Sandra encourages learnings from the story as an example of how 
Waldorf Education works. 

Balanced: mind is thinking: watching, listening, anticipating, reflecting. Only the 
human can compose such a play. Animals, plant, mineral cannot orchestrate 
such an event. Embodying nature, what a way to “know mango”

Healing for heart: touching, rhythmical, relaxing, 

Scholastic skills: language arts: literacy, sequential, one part of the story follows 
the other (TV Zipping here and there with images and storyline often mundane, 
patronizing , ridiculous. )

Science: metamorphosis, transformation: cross cultural and age, life changes 
and as mangos are pecked on by birds, as we may feel when we are burned out 
from work or relationship, our life forces depleted : the dark and quiet allows 
transformation as all elements work ie. air, water, fire and earth. Wisdom: ie. soil 
providing a skin, a shield a boundary a membrane. 

Artistic, it is: ancient story and dramatic art, healing art. For viewers and 
participants: to see children reaching up and wide to be the sun, or cleansing 
the space being the wind or rattling the grounds being the rain or being a soft 
blanket provide of earth. Tickling while birds pecking, or giggling while being 
pecked. All trees together around the permanent “mother”. Power of 
reproduction. Social art of creation through building a scene together. As it 



unfolds it gives children the experience with out it being anxiety or performance 
based. 

Altar of Healing which is why drama was invented 1000’s of years ago, to 
support the description of the human condition and our need to experience 
compassion and joy. To work through life. 

HOld on to your children , mangoes stick together. Mango getting all it needs 
from nature: your children can get so much goodness and health there too. 
Allow nature to inform you on how to educate your child. They are thriving 
without I pads and the like,

Sleep with sunset wake with the sunrise and as you can see the goodness of 
natures elements still keeps feeding the tree and it can ACCEPT it

 Children too tired like us get “run down” . Let’s build up their bodies and their 
souls and their minds and their spirits can shine. And we can too. 

“This little light of mine I’m going to let it shine” This little child of mine; This little 
school of mine...

Refreshments. 

 


